
Historical Significance 
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Primary or secondary source (page numbers, if relevant): 

 

  

Event or person (or people) that is historically significant in this source: 
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Brief description: 
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Criteria: In what ways is this 
event or person historically 
significant? 

Does it 
apply? 
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In what way does this event or person meet the 
criteria? 
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Profundity: How were 
people affected by the event  
or person? 
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Quantity: How many 
people's lives were affected? AeA 
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Durability: How long-lasting 
were the changes? \Vj3 lt,e5-  

Revealing  

How does this event 
or person help us to 
understand the past? 
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Resonant or Relevant  

How does this event or 

or problems that concern us? 
person shed light on issues 
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Of what larger story or argument might this event or person be a part? 
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How might the historical significance of this event or person change over time? 
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Analyze Cause and Consequence 

Historic event:  ---ONCL 	 [zu,a  
Who was involved? 	eA  

Rating: 	1-minimal effect 2-moderate effect 3-major effect 

Causes/factors Role played by cause 
or factor (indicate 
whether underlying/ 
long-term contributing 
factor or short-term/ 
impending was the 
cause of event) 

Consequence or effect 
of cause/factor 

Rating 

1 2 3 
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Use Primary Source Evidence: 
Photographs/images 

Image type: 	 P‘AOAD Gutd--) 

Date: 	 1.`ti2)C  
Artist/Photographer:  

What is shown in the image? (Provide a detailed description.) 
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What was the purpose of the image? 

What point of view or position does the artist illustrate or photographer represent? 
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What impressions does the image portray? 
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What are your responses to the image? 
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Does the image raise any questions, show apparent contradictions, or omit something obvious? 
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Is the image a credible source? Explain. 
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What is the historical context of the image? (What events were occurring at the time?) 
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In what ways does the analysis of this image contribute to your understanding of the past? 
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Use Primary Source Evidence: 
Document 

Title: baj, ,Sc Qj ..k51r0.- • 
Type of document: 

Author: nji  
Source: kl ■!\)W (5\1.3( rco \-S. • (-0-  
Date: 	 lko 
What was the purpose of the document, and who were the intended readers? 
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What was the historical context of the document? (What events were occurring at the time?) 
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What historical facts are given in the document? 
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What viewpoints or opinions do(es) the author(s) express? 
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Is the document biased? Give examples 
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Is the account credible? Why or why not? 
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In what ways does the information in this document contribute to your understanding of the past? 
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HP Take Historical Perspectives 

Person, group, or society in question:

• 

 

(-zuds 	 trSSC 
Time period and location: 	1S3c-  - 
Decision or action to be analyzed: w■ 

sovid not Ig•e Wonipe-3 
What was the historical context in which the decision or action was taken? 

E Relevant beliefs, customs, values, and world views of the time: 
cero/KAntriik,,  

Relevant circumstances surrounding the person, group, or society: 
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Was there disagreement or controversy over the decision/action taken at the time? Who might have 
disagreed and why? 
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How do you think a person affected 15j, the deciion/action might have felt at the time? 
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Would the decision/action be different if it were to happen in another period or in the present? Why or 
why not? Explain. 
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ED Understand the Ethical Dimensions 
of History 

Historical action/issue to be analyzed: on  
afzr6(1-e1k\)\* 	r\fcl)k_reig. 

Relevant details (date, individuals/groups involved, rationale ...): 
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What did people think about the action/issue at that time (who supported/opposed it, why)? 	Dtkiicturfd- 
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Considering our current values and ideas of right and wrong, was the action appropriate? 
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Kat/U- 	J_Keao-eat. 
Does the action/issue affect us today? Do we have a responsibility as citizens to make reparations for 
what are now perceived to be mistakes of the past? Explain. 
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What was the historical context in which the action/issue took place? 
What other events were taking place? 



Analyze Secondary Sources 

lit e: 
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Type of Document: 
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Purpose of Document: ...(4(91&-e 	.k._12.S.  
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Author(s): 	, \ _ 
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Date of Publication: 
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Strengths Weaknesses 

Source is reliable. 
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Facts are accurate and 
complete. 
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Strong evidence is cited to 
support conclusions. 
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ls there conflicting evidence in 
the source? In other sources? fvoN- a sw2- 

Conclusions about the value of this secondary source as a reliable account of an historical issue or event: 
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